Fluid Management

CONTROL | CONVENIENCE | CONFIDENCE
Merit Medical offers an integrated suite of fluid management products designed to effectively manage patient fluid levels, contrast media, and waste in diagnostic and interventional procedures. From tubing to transducers, fluid spikes to drainage bags, Merit Medical provides high quality angiographic accessories you can rely on to deliver safe and efficient fluid management.

MANIFOLDS & STOPCOCKS

**Merit® Manifolds**
- Up to 5 ports
- Right & left-handed orientation
- 200 & 500 PSI (14 & 34 Bar) pressure ratings
- 6” extension tubing & rotating Luer
- Block body & half body styles
- TRAM® and TRAM-P™ with integrated transducers
- Devos™ manifold with integrated check relief valve

**Marquis® Series Stopcock**
- Large, easy-grip handle for effortless grip and turn
- Pressure ratings: 200, 500, 1050 & 1200 PSI (14, 34, 72 & 83 Bar)
- Luer options include rotator, swivel nut, fixed and slip
- 1-way, 3-way & 4-way styles

CONTRAST MANAGEMENT

**Miser® Management System**
- Ball and burette design to prevent air from entering fluid lines
- Dual one-way check valves’ microbial barriers block cross contamination
- Automatic refill during each contrast withdrawal for quick and easy preparation

**CT Contrast Transfer Sets**
- Large and small-bore configurations
- Multiple spike options
- Halkey-Roberts® swabbable valve

WASTE MANAGEMENT

**Merit Disposal Depot™ Waste Bag**
This closed system fully contains fluid waste for easy disposal. The bags come in many configurations for connecting directly to a manifold or for convenient placement on the back table.
- Large and small-bore tubing available
- Fully customizable
- With and without reflux valves

---

**CONTROL**
with a broad selection of fluid management products to match your preferences.

**CONFIDENCE**
with fluid and contrast management solutions that may help limit exposure for both patients and health care workers.

**CONVENIENCE**
having all the items you need delivered together, streamlining clinical set up time.
TUBING

Merit® Tubing
- High pressure contrast injection tubing rated at 500, 900 & 1200 PSI (34, 62 & 83 Bar)
- Pressure monitoring tubing
- Fluid administration sets

TRANSUDERS & ACCESSORIES

Meritrans® Disposable Pressure Transducer
With reliable precision, customized configurations and a clear fluid path, the Meritrans can be tailored to your clinical needs.
- Hand-held & pole-mounted set-ups
- Cable lengths: 12” & 48” (30.5 & 122 cm)
- Assembled with or without bonded stopcocks
- Mounting plate and pole clamp accessories

SYRINGES

CCS™, Inject8™ & Inject10™ Coronary Control Syringes
Merit Syringes feature a clear polycarbonate barrel, solid plunger body and are available in a variety of sizes and configurations.
- Rotating and fixed Luers
- Available locking ring
- Optional smart tip
- Inject8 and Inject10 generate more pressure with less force

Medallion® Syringes
The Medallion Syringe features a clear polycarbonate barrel, colored plunger and fixed male Luer.
- 7 color options
- Optional sword handle
- Custom printing or frosted field available
OPTIMIZE EFFICIENCY, REDUCE COST

Merit Medical offers pre-assembled fluid management kits and complete procedure packs to improve efficiency and deliver cost-savings. Our skilled representatives leverage years of experience and Merit’s broad portfolio of Cath Lab products to design kits that meet your requirements. While each design is unique, all kits and packs feature quality products, manufacturer-direct service, and our value-driven expertise in designing cost-effective Cath Lab solutions.

Choose from our comprehensive portfolio of Cath Lab products:

- Pen & Label Sets
- InQwire® Guidewires
- Angiography Needles
- BackStop® Disposal Systems
- ShortStop® Temporary Sharps Holders
- Prelude® Introducer Sheaths
- Futura® Safety Scalpels
- Pressure Infusor Bags
- Inflation Devices
- Torque Devices
- Hemostasis Valves
- Equipment & Table Covers
- Patient Drapes
- OR & Hand Towels
- Gowns & Gloves
- Bowls, Basins & Cups
- Dressings, Gauze & Sutures
- Surgical Instruments

Contact your Merit Representative for a complimentary Cath Lab utilization assessment.

Before using, refer to Instructions for Use for indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions and directions for use.